
Knotspace: Techniques for collective knotting
(Collectively invented through techniques of research-creation from August 2013 –
December 2014 via the Australian Hub of Immediations)

Proposition: to enter in to a collective event for research-creation through an 
emergent problem in thinking and/or making.
What is an ‘emergent problem’ in thinking and/or making? When we think and make, 
we enter zones and intervals before the thing we are wrestling with has really taken 
form; spaces and durations saturated and whirling with all kinds of intensities that have 
not yet settled. These are ‘knot spaces’ – feeling, thinking regions in which our 
excitement about or frustration with generating a concept, a practice, or an artwork is 
keenest. 

This temporality begins to emerge in barely detectable ways before ‘the problem’ has 
been fully framed. The barely forming problem cannot be held on to but it can be 
passed between elements of an event.

What would it mean to invite others –nonhuman, human, more-than human– to 
inhabit these spaces, allowing a creative work or a concept to suddenly twist, turn or 
unknot in a new direction? What kind of research and work might be generated by 
being open to such zones?

Technique for entering knotted zones and intervals.
There are already many habitual ways to enter an event: to be introduced, to walk 
through the door of a gallery; to be a ‘participant’ active or passive.

knotspace instead asked all those coming to the beginning of the event to bring a 
material element of, or an element of materiality that held the trace of an emergent 
problem. 

The space for this ‘knotting’ in the Sydney Immediations event in December 2014 was 
a large empty art gallery in a basement space with black walls and polished concrete 
floor.

On entering the threshold between the foyer and gallery space, people were asked to 
walk carefully across the threshold and give their ‘knot-materiality’ to the space in a 
way that related one materiality to the next. The gallery became populated and 
inhabited by these materialities and an exhibition of tendencies occurred.

The event: or what happened next.
knotspace became a collective event of composing with these tendencies, generating 
entangled zones of heightened affectivity and thought across spatial, aural and 
movement practices. For four days, the basement was taken over by knot-based 
processes, becoming a hive for ravelling and unravelling creation-in-process. Together 
participants worked on ‘knots’ of ‘research-creation’ that then generated ‘pop-up’ 
propositions for new knots, problems or for giving expression, form and practices for a 
‘problems’ to gain expression, particularity and rigour. 


